In recent years, it has become obvious that deterministic optimization of structures no longer is appropriate. Increasing demands with respect to safety, reliability and quality in structural engineering require the integration of probabilistic phenomena as well as the consideration of real-world stochastic processes induced in the structures.
Introduction
Safety, reliability and avoiding unnecessary risks are key issues in structural design of today and, therefore, in optimum design of structures as well. Failures, damages and accidents in buildings make us aware of the vulnerability of our structural systems. In particular, structural optimization often leads to vulnerable design solutions because, according to the attempts of an optimization logic to make the most of the constraints imposed, extremely sensitive structures may be created. In these cases, minor discrepancies of the applied structural mechanics model from the real-world behavior can easily evoke disastrous consequences.
Due to these findings, the fundamental approach in structural optimization importantly has changed within the last years. A new wave of research in structural optimization has arisen that takes into account the 'full' reality of static and dynamic loadings and the 'true' nature of structures. It is obvious that, in this context, probabilistic phenomena and effects, inherent in many engineering problems, play a dominant role. As a consequence, conventional deterministic structural optimization alone is no longer acceptable and, therefore, has to be replaced by stochastic structural optimization models, or at least by models con-sidering probabilistic behavior of structures and their surroundings in an appropriate fashion. In the present paper two distinct problem fields are looked at to demonstrate the effectiveness of this new wave in structural optimization. First, the reliability-based and lifetime-centered optimum design of steel structures is introduced. Second, the imperfection-oriented structural optimization of arched structures are dealt with.
Lifetime-centered structural optimization
Structural optimization with respect to the lifespan of a structure is a challenging task. The chief difficulty lies in the multi-level and multi-scale character of the optimization model that has to be built.
Three levels determine the total optimization model (see Fig. 1 ): ž the time-variant structural mechanics model in the kernel of the total system, allowing the estimation of potential damages along the lifetime; ž the optimization level comprising the governing components of the optimization model (design variables, objective criterion and a set of constraints derived from the structural mechanics model); ž the navigation of the structural optimization problem along with the structural model, based on an optimiza- tion server, providing various powerful optimization strategies.
The stochastic character of the optimization problem results from the loadings (e.g. wind, crane loads, sea waves, traffic loads, etc.) which -due to the demand of being as realistic as possible -are modeled as stochastic intermittent pulse processes within the time scale of several minutes. According to the governing differential equations of motion
where M, D and K are the well known system matrices of the structural system and x.t/, P x.t/ and R x.t/ are describing the system kinematics, the loads that induce dynamic structural response in the system in a micro-time domain. By that, the structural response, in particular, the probability density functions of the displacements x.t/ and the stress amplitudes, computed from the displacements, can be determined. Without going into details, it should be mentioned that the stochastic information needed is provided by a so-called covariance analysis making use of a form filter formulation and a singular value decomposition (see [1, 2] ). Once the density functions are known the relevant damages in the micro-time domain are accumulated based on a stochastic Palmgren-Miner-rule. Subsequently, the damages computed on the micro-time scale are transferred to the macro-time scale (measured in years) to form the stochastic structural mechanics constraints in the optimization model. Currently, primarily a single probabilistic reliability constraint is applied which leads to a randomly smeared constraint function. By way of example, Fig. 2 demonstrates the situation in the case of the optimization of a 2D-steel frame subject to a stochastic wind load process. Using only two optimization variables, the height x 1 and the width x 2 of the cross-selection, and minimizing the weight with respect to the reliability constraint mentioned above and to side constraints for x 1 and x 2 , three regions can be detected: (i) a definite failure area, (ii) a definite survival area, and (iii) a scattered failure=survival area in which the optimal solution is located.
Imperfection-oriented structural optimization
Imperfections in a structure can emerge due to a wide variety of causes. Focusing here solely on geometric imperfections, as a result of the fabrication or erection of a structural system, the concept of random fields [3] provides ways and means to describe the stochastic nature of geometric imperfections. In the case of structural optimization, however, computational efficiency is of extreme significance. Thus, the random field concept only serves as a starting point from which a numerically less expensive stochastic model can be deduced which, however, is sufficiently sophisticated in capturing the stochastic nature of the problem considered.
Geometric imperfections of a 2D-curved girder, here serving as a test case, can be expressed by the elementary vector equation
where the vectors x imp and x per define the locations of the imperfect and perfect geometry, respectively. The vector function h.x per / describes the offset of the perfect structure representing a random mapping function by virtue of the coincidences during construction. Based on the theory of random fields a spectral decomposition of the function h can be developed as follows
where y is a random vector of stochastically independent components y i and N i .x per / are base functions. Hence, the vector x imp represents a random field. In harmony with this field, the geometry of the structure becomes random as well, resulting in a random structural response in terms of displacements u. Hence, we have the stochastic response
To streamline the numerical effort in the optimization model the random field problem is reduced to a semistochastic problem using the following approach: provided that imperfections are not excessively large an envelope is computed containing P Ł percentage (e.g. P Ł D 95%) of all potential shapes of imperfection. This can be achieved by choosing suitable base functions for the vector h.x per ). To secure the P Ł -quantile, the postulation
has to be met such that P, the probability that the norm kyk being not greater than the quantity ", equals the given value P Ł . The quantity " determined by
can thereby be interpreted as the envelope of the expected imperfection shapes. Based on this idea, a specific two-level optimization problem is formulated which takes the following form
where in the feasible domain S is defined as
containing side constraints and the vector of constraints g. At the first level, the most disadvantageous shape of imperfection y (encompassed by the envelope) is computed for each current vector x. Based upon this envelope, the structural optimization is carried out at the second level. The applicability of this new approach is demonstrated for the optimization of a plane curved girder consisting of 129 truss bars. Applying non-uniform rational B-splines for the N i -functions the structural optimization for 9 shape and 3 sizing variables is performed. The total stiffness (expressed as the sum over the nodal displacements) is maximized subjected to prescribed bounds to the girder's weight, height and width (see Figs. 3 and 4) .
Conclusions
Taking into account the realistic, i.e. the stochastic, behavior of structural systems in structural optimization models ensures the reliability as well as the general acceptance of the optimum design, substantially. In particular, by the aid of two distinct application examples it has been verified that the results of a consequent embedding of stochastic phenomena in structural optimization leads to a new quality of results that demonstrably, and to a large extend, differs from conventional deterministic structural optimization.
